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BuzzMe publicizes this Privacy Policy (PP) as we respect the privacy of our Users.
This set of PP is published as information only and does not in itself constitute a
legally binding document between us. This Privacy Policy describes what
information we collect and how we make use of it. By using the Service you also
accept this Privacy Policy, hence we recommend and encourage you to study it
carefully.
By using the service you are authorizing us to collect and retain information that can
identify you, such as your name, E-mail address and phone number.
Registration onto BuzzMe requires you to sign in via LinkedIn (LI). In doing so you
authorize us to make use of the information you have stored under your account
with LI. This information may be restructured to fit the screen and interface of the
Service; yet the information itself will never be modified, and should only be further
modified as needed from time to time InApp by yourself.
LOCATION: For BuzzMe to have relevance to you it is imperative that the Location
finder is switched on. Your device will prompt you for this acceptance, and we
remind your that allowing this is vital if you want to enjoy the scope and nature of
the BuzzMe Application.
Any other information uploaded by you onto your profile will be stored by us, which
also includes your search and interest preferences typed into the Application.
We make use of various technologies to collect information from your device and
about your activities on our Service. This is very much in line with what you
experience with most other Apps you are using.
Information from device or browser: We automatically collect such information,
which as example could be IP Address, device ID and type, browser language and
type, device’s operating system; number and times of access; geographic location of
device and others similar.
Technologies and Cookies:
We may use web beacons or other similar internet technology to track your use of
our Service and to deliver or communicate with cookies. Cookies are used to

facilitate access to service and to help personalizing your experience. Using cookies
may also imply that we collect information about your activity on the Service, the
time and date of use and the links that you choose to open.
Advertising:
We may allow third parties to advertise InApp. Such advertising can have been
made more personalized by using your profile information to determine the
relevance of particular promotions. Also we may from time to time chose to
advertise through other media. We may use collected data to show you our adverts
on other media or sites.
How do we use the collected information:
Information is being used to deliver and improve our services as well as managing
our business.
To manage your account and provide customers support.
To communicate with you via E-mail, Phone, SMS or other means about products or
services that may be of interest to you, whether it is from us or other parties.
To conduct relevant website and mobile application analytics.
Exercise and enforce our rights in accordance with the Agreement.
Develop and deliver content and advertising that is bespoke / addressed to your
interests as indicated by you in Service.
Restricting the use of information:
Certain information and fields in BuzzMe are intentionally left opn / non-mandatory.
This is to provide you the opportunity to customize your level of Privacy. Be
reminded however that the sharing of such information is critical to ensure the
maximum outcome of using BuzzMe.
Choosing to omit certain information and barring us from using this, will seriously
impact the match functionality and hence your ability to be matched with other
profiles.
Examples of this is:
Ensuring that Location traction is enabled as this is a natural precondition to finding
relevant profiles based on geography. If we don’t know where you are – we can’t
match you.
Allowing us to use your mobile and E-mail contact details. Otherwise there is no way
others can get in touch with you. Above contact will ONLY be shared upon both
parties Buzzing; i.e. both a Buzz and BuzzBack.

Allow push notifications: Otherwise we are restricted and very limited in letting you
know of others who wishes to get in touch with you.
Termination of Account:
You can at any given time and with immediate effect terminate your account with
BuzzMe. This is done under User preferences.
Access to Service and how we protect your information:
Your information is stored and managed from servers around the World as fits with
our infrastructure. We take normal and precautionary steps to ensure that all data
are protected from unauthorized access and disclosure. With all known potential
vulnerabilities and system defects generally know, though not related specifically to
BuzzMe, we do not promise that such information cannot be unlawfully obtained via
hacking, Trojan horses or the similar. Furthermore we generally encourage Users to
be cautious about sending personal information via E-mail or SMS whether this has
anything to do with the Service or just in general.
We may from time to time update and change the PP. The last updated date in the
top left side of document, always informs of this. We can recommend you to check
for such updates at regular intervals as you deem appropriate and relevant.

